The range of values of scalar fields in turbulent flows is bounded by their boundary values, for passive scalars, and by a combination of boundary values, reaction rates, phase changes, etc., for active scalars. In practice, as a result of numerical artifacts, this fundamental constraint is often violated with scalars exhibiting unphysical excursions. Passive-scalar excursions, a form of numerical model error, are studied in large-eddy simulations (LES) of a shear flow, and methods for diagnosis and assessment of the problem are examined. The analysis of scalar-excursion statistics provides support of the central hypothesis of the study that unphysical scalar excursions in LES result from dispersive errors of the convection-term discretization where the subgrid-scale model (SGS) provides insufficient dissipation to produce a sufficiently smooth scalar field. In the LES runs three parameters are varied: the discretization of the convection terms, the SGS model, and grid resolution. Two types of excursion diagnostics are studied: global excursions, which violate the boundary values of the scalar transport equation; and local excursions, which violate local scalar bounds. Global excursions are analyzed by considering the minimum and maximum in the entire computational domain and the volume of fluid with scalar values exceeding an excursion threshold. Local excursions are primarily used to obtain unphysical scalarexcursion information in the mixed fluid. As expected, unphysical scalar-excursion statistics strongly depend on the SGS model and model parameters. The excursions are significantly reduced when the characteristic SGS scale is set to double the grid spacing in runs with the stretched-vortex model, following similar trends to momentum-transport model error.
